In order to model the dynamic behavior of the tire on soft soil, a lumped mass discretized tire model using Kelvin-Voigt elements is developed. To optimize the computational time of the code, different techniques were used in memory allocation, parameter initialization, code sequence, and multi-processing. This has resulted in significant improvements in efficiency of the code that can now run close to real time and therefore it is suitable for use by commercially available vehicle simulation packages.
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UNCLASSIFIED formulating and simulating this interaction. The degree of complexity for these models is based on the application, accuracy, and computational cost. Generally, these models can be grouped into three main categories [6] : 1) Empirical models, 2) semi-empirical models, and 3) physics-based models. The literature survey included in this paper is brief, but the authors published an extensive review paper on this topic, and the reader is encouraged to refer to [6] 
Empirical models
The empirical models use the experimental data of the tire response, and correlate it to the influential parameters of the system via mathematical equations. One of the most famous empirical models is the Magic Formula Tire Model, presented by Pacejka [7] . This model is based on the tire steady-state response data, and relates the tire forces and moments to wheel pure slip values
Empirical models are very useful as simple tools for evaluating the performance of the vehicles in conditions similar to the test environment and with tire properties similar to the test tire [2, [8] [9] [10] . Due to these limitations, empirical models cannot be used for extrapolating the results to the problems outside the scope of the specific experimental tests under which the data has been obtained. Thus, a new tire design concept or a new operating condition for testing the tire performance cannot be studied using this family of tire models. The empirical models developed for passenger and truck size tires do not scale perfectly to the smaller size tires, such as tires in robotic applications and planetary exploration vehicles. Furthermore, empirical tire models require several sets of data for their parameter estimation process that increases the cost of experimental procedure.
Physics based models
A tire on road is constantly excited by road unevenness with short and long wavelengths. Consequently, it operates as a filter over the road roughness. Capturing the tire-road interaction for road inputs with high frequency (short wavelengths), relative to the size of the contact patch, is more complex. The tire response at the spindle of the tire is usually smoother than the shape of the obstacle. This behavior has two main reasons; first, when the tire travels over an obstacle, such as a cleat, the forehead of the tire touches the obstacle before the wheel center. Therefore, the distance traveled by the tire while interacting with an obstacle is longer than the length of the obstacle. Second, the tire has some flexibility at its contact patch, which almost swallows the small irregularities during the enveloping process [11] .
Capturing this filtering performance is the main motive for several physic-based tire models.
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Physics based models incorporate the physical principles and analytical methods to represent tire and terrain structures in addition to their interaction [12] . This multi-disciplinary field of models incorporates applied mathematics, numerical analysis, computational physics, and even computer graphics to evaluate the performance of wheeled vehicles [13] . The degree of complexity varies from the simple models that consider tire as a rigid ring and terrain as a spring-damper system to very detailed models that use finite element formulation for both tire and terrain [14, 15] .
Semi-empirical models
Mechanical behavior of the tire and tire-terrain depends on many aspects, such as tire geometrical and material
properties, in addition to terrain texture and frictional characteristics. Identifying all of these parameters and correlating them to the vehicle performance using empirical closed-form formulations are limited to the similar test conditions. On the other hand, using the simple physics-based methods to model the terrain can lead to significant errors in both estimating model parameters and capturing terrain mechanics. This will ultimately cause the vehicle response to deviate from the experimental data. One alternative numerical method for analyzing vehicle performance is the semi-empirical models [16] [17] [18] [19] . In this category of tire models, the tire structure is usually modeled by analytical equations and the terrain is defined using empirically derived models [20] . These models are best nominees for dynamic vehicle simulations because they are a trade-off between accuracy and computational efficiency [11] [12] [13] .
The majority of the models in this field use the two-dimensional empirical formulation developed by Bekker and
Wong [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . In these formulations, the tire is commonly considered as a rigid cylinder, and the normal and shear stresses in the tire contact patch are expressed as functions of the tire kinetics and kinematic variables. Consequently, the corresponding stress components are integrated over the contact patch to calculate the spindle forces, tire sinkage, soil deformation, tire deflection, etc. The more sophisticated tire models use a finite element representation for either tire structure or tire-ground interaction.
The proposed tire model is considered as a semi-empirical tire model because it takes a physics-based lumped parameter approach for describing the tire structural response in addition to a semi-empirical method for characterizing the tire-terrain interaction.
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Tire material modeling
A typical modern tire is manufactured from nearly 10-35 different components. Information about tire material properties, processing, mixing, assembly, and curing are almost always confidential, and cannot be received from tire companies. Furthermore, the material properties for the same tire from a manufacturer may vary, due to the vulcanization process, for example. In order to accurately estimate the behavior of the tire components, elaborate material models are needed. The parameterization of these models for individual materials in the tire requires performing extensive experimental and analytical procedures, such as elastic and viscoelastic tests on individual tire
sections. This level of detail is required for calculating the accurate stress and strains in the tire structure, which would be helpful in the design stage of the tire.
The main scope of this study is to estimate the tire mobility performance factors including forces and moments at the tire spindle. Therefore, simplified methods are chosen for describing the tire material behavior, such as hyperelasticity and viscoelasticity.
Hyperelasticity
A great portion of the tire structure consists of vulcanized elastomers, such as rubber material. Rubber has a nonlinear and incompressible behavior toward loading, which is independent of the strain rate. This behavior is known as hyperelasticity, and the material which shows this behavior is called green elastic material or hyperelastic. A hyperelastic material differs from an elastic material in four main aspects:
 The tire has a high stiffness in the initial step of loading, and dramatically softens in the unloading phase.
This phenomenon is known as Mullin's effect.
 Instead of having a hysteresis loop in the stress-strain curves of the loading cycle, the hyperelastic materials have a simple equilibrium curve.
 The hyperelastic materials exhibit different behavior in tension and compression. This is in contrast with the Hooke's law, which considers the stress to be proportional to strain. As a matter of fact, hyperelastic materials such as rubber, have a higher stress magnitude in compression when compared to the tension for an identical strain magnitude.
UNCLASSIFIED  Finally, a hyperelastic material has different modes of deformation that should be studied with respect to the given loading conditions. Each deformation mode requires corresponding constants in the material model that must be characterized experimentally. The choice of model constants and required parameterization tests should be done with care in order to avoid false analytical system response quantities that are not present in the experiments.
The hyperelasticity feature of the rubber should be enhanced with the viscoelasticity in order to precisely describe the rate-dependent loading/unloading force-deflection characteristics of the tire.
Viscoelasticity
Viscoelastic materials show a combined elastic and viscous rate-dependent behavior when experiencing deformation [29] . In elastic materials, once the applied stress or strain is removed, the specimen quickly returns to its initial condition. On the other hand, viscous materials exhibit a resistance toward the shear flow developed due to the applied stress or strain. In other words, upon applying a constant strain, the material creeps. Similarly, by applying a constant stress, the strain increases and then eventually decreases with time.
The internal damping, rolling resistance, and thermal characteristics of a tire are associated with the viscoelastic property of the rubber. Therefore, in order to properly quantify the transient response of the tire, the viscoelastic material property should be incorporated. For small strains, the linear viscoelasticity assumption may be chosen. In this case, the relaxation rate of the material is proportional to the immediate stress, and the total viscoelastic behavior can be expressed using the superposition principle.
Modeling procedure
There are different mechanical models that can describe the combined hyperelastic viscoelastic characteristics of a material. Each of the mechanical models considers a certain form of stress or strain response for the material under different loading conditions. The hyperelasticity of the tire is modeled by interpolating the tire load vs. deflection data in compression/tension loading/unloading scenarios. Using this approach allows us to define different loading stiffness for loading and unloading paths.
To include viscoelasticity, three main models considered which are Maxwell model, Kelvin-Voigt model, and Standard Linear Solid model [30] . For the Maxwell model, the viscoelasticity is modeled using a damping element UNCLASSIFIED For this type of element, the force-deflection relation under axial loading has the following form:
Where k is the axial stiffness,  is the damping stiffness,  is the element strain, and  is the applied stress. It should be noted that stress and strain of the element are analogous to the force and deflection. In the multi-axial loading the 
Tire structure modeling
As it was discussed earlier, the detailed modeling of the tire structure is not required for studying the mobility of the tire. This is due to the fact that, for evaluating the tire performance, only a limited number of parameters are needed, such as forces and moments at the spindle, and wheel sinkage. Therefore, modeling the tire with a coarse level of tire structure discretization would be adequate, and can result in a fast computational time. This feature is essential for full vehicle simulations and control applications. The lumped parameter models reduce the DOFs in the model in favor of the computational effort, and consider the simplified material models in the respective directions. Such a method is used in HSSTM for representing the tire structure.
In the early phase of the project, a simplified lumped mass approach for modeling the tire structure was introduced by Pinto [31] [32] [33] . This approach considered the tire structure as three layers of lumped masses, in which the masses are connected to the rim and also to each other through a set of linear spring and dampers. This three-layer structure approach is an advanced version of a lumped mass single layer on-road tire model developed by Umsrithong [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] .
In 2012, an advanced method for modeling the tire was introduced [29] , and a more systematic approach was used for developing the software. In this new approach, the tire belt is discretized circumferentially in multiple belt segments that are suspended on the rim using Kelvin-Voigt elements, which include variable stiffness and damping. These nonlinear elements capture the effect of the temperature and pressure changes on the tire mechanical characteristics through a set of empirical equations. Each belt segment is divided into a series of lumped masses connected to each other with in-plane and out-of-plane spring and dampers. The dynamics of these lumped masses, in addition to wheel, is described in a state-space representation. The state is a set of variables that, along with the time step, characterize the individual configuration of the system at any instance of time. After discretizing the tire into smaller elements, we can express the dynamics of each element using a set of first order and second order differential equations. The second order differential equations can be rearranged as a set of first order ODEs. The complete set of the ODEs can be shown as follows:
,..., 1  ( = 1 … ) include the following: (1) nonlinear functions of states and/or inputs, such as Sin and Cos functions, (2) terms with states and/or inputs appearing as powers of something other than 1 and 0, (3) terms with cross products of states and/or inputs. As a results, the multi-segments model that represent the tire characteristics is an autonomous (time-variant) non-linear system.
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Coordinate system convention
Before defining the state variables of the system, the coordinate systems for the sign convention must be defined.
The definitions for the coordinate systems used in this study are similar to the Tyre Data Exchange format (TYDEX).
TYDEX is a conventional interface between tire measurements and tire models developed and unified by an international tire working group to make the tire measurement data exchange easier. Additionally, TYDEX introduce an interface between the tire model and simulation tool called Standard Tire Interface (STI), which would be described in detail later on.
Along with the global reference frame, one additional right-hand orthogonal axis system used is the C-axis system (center axis system), as shown in Figure 3 
Wheel system
The rim kinematics can be described using six degrees of freedom (DOF) resulting in 12 state variables. Consider 
Tire belt
If we discretize the tire belt circumference into 
Pressure effect
The general behavior of the tire depends substantially on tire inflation pressure. As the tire is loaded, its stiffness increases non-linearly. Meanwhile, there is a constant term in load-deflection curves of the tire mass elements due to the inner pressure force. The air pressure results in a directional force on each of the mass points. This force is calculated using the following formula: Furthermore, to include the pressure change effects on the tire structure, the tire stiffness in the radial direction is updated at each time step based on the tire inflation pressure: 
Tire tread
In order to incorporate the tread design, a certain number of brush elements are assigned to each belt element in a rectangular array. Consider an array of bristles with circ tread N _ elements in the circumferential direction and lat tread N _ elements in the lateral direction. As a result, the number of total sensor points assigned to each belt element will be:
Each brush element is a massless bristle that has translational stiffness in radial, longitudinal, and lateral directions. The base of these bristles is connected to each lumped mass (element segment), and the tip is touching the ground. This massless tip acts as a sensor point and can be used to detect the tire-road contact. Also, using the direction and value of the deflection in the bristle, the ground forces generated are calculated. Through implementation of the sensor points, we are able to increase the resolution of the contact patch by having more contact detection points at this area. At the same time, to define their velocities in space, these massless points only require extrapolation of the position and velocity of the nearby belt elements without the need for differential equations. Based on the findings of [5] ,there are only three state variables needed to describe the position of the brush tips in the space. These variables store the displacements of the brush tips in the global reference frame from previous iterations of the solver. Therefore, the state vector of each brush element will be: 
Initial position initialization
The initial position of the rim is expressed in the global reference frame by:
The initial position of the tire elements depends on the tire geometrical properties, as well as the rim initial camber and slip angles. Consider the tire element P, with the position vector r W described in the wheel local reference frame noted as C-Axis. If this reference frame rotates around global X, Y, and Z axes with  ,  , and  respectively, the coordinates of the point P in the global and in the rim local reference frames can be related using the equation:
Where total R is the total transformation matrix after three consecutive rotations and can be calculated by multiplying individual transformation matrices for the rotation around each axis respectively: 
Tire model kinematics
In order to write the equations of motion for the rim and the lumped masses, the internal forces between the tire elements and the rim should be identified. The Kevin-Voigt force elements that connect tire belt elements to each other and to the rim generate the internal forces as functions of relative displacement and relative velocity of lumped masses with respect to the rim circumference. Therefore, formulating the model kinematics is essential for calculating the kinetics of the elements. In this section, a set of kinematic parameters that are required for writing the model equations of motion are introduced.
The transformation matrix for the i th belt segment is defined as:
For the un-inflated tire, the unity vector cw G r i normal to the center of the i th belt segment, which passes through the rim center is given as:
The vector from the rim center to the j th element of the i th belt segment of the tire is: 
The relative position of the first belt element near the left sidewall in the i th belt segment from its projection on the rim is given as: The tire structural stiffness and damping behaviors are simulated using the tire model Voigt elements. The force that is produced by a Voigt element is proportional to its length and the relative velocity between its two ends. The direction of this force is parallel to the element centerline. Therefore, the position and velocity of the force element tips relative to their bases should be calculated.
The relative distance between a lumped mass in the j th belt element and its projected position on the rim, described in the i th belt segment local reference frame is expressed as: 
The components of the left sidewall force vector between i th belt segment and the rim are calculated as: from its neighbor elements can be identified as:
Therefore, the total structural forces on the j th belt element in the i th belt segment is given as:
Finally, the total internal force that is applied to the belt element can be written as:
The torque from the tire i th belt segment to the rim is written as: 
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For simplicity, the rim is considered as a spatial rigid body. As a result, three translational and three rotational DOF are used for describing its motion: The rim translational dynamics is represented in the global reference frame as follows:
Consequently, rim translational equations of motion expressed in the rim local reference frame are given as: The applied forces to the rim center consist of the axle forces and suspension forces: The equations for the sidewall moments that exist between the belts segments and the rim are expressed in the wheel local reference frame. In order to express these equations in the global reference frame, the following transformation matrix is used:
It should be noted that the transformation matrix in (91) is a function of time, and is recalculated at every time step based on the spatial orientation of the rim. The final moment vector at the spindle form the tire sidewall, expressed in global reference frame is calculated as: 
Tire model parameterization
The tire model parameterization is defined as the set of experiments and data processing methods that are performed to acquire the input parameters for the tire model simulation. There are different methods that can be used for tire parameterization. These methods range from completely empirical to semi-empirical methods. For the model developed in this study a complete set of tire parameterization methods for individual parameters is proposed. In Figure 4 , the types of parameters that can be obtained from each set of tests are shown.
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Figure. 4 -Tire parameterization procedures which are used for defining the tire model parameters (gray rectangles), and tire parameters resulted from post-processing of each set of tests (light blue rectangles).
In the tire model developed in this study, the stiffness and the damping characteristics of the tire are considered to be different for in-plane and out-of-plane directions. As a result, during the loading of the tire in the vertical direction, for example, the slope of the tangent line to the loading-deflection curve is not just due to the in-plane radial stiffness of the tire. Therefore, for measuring different stiffness and damping parameters of the model, depending solely on standard measurement procedures is not always effective. Furthermore, conducting a wide variety of tests on the tire in different configuration, such as axial and tangential loading, tire relaxation time measurements, and cleat tests requires a large amount of time and resources, which may not always feasible.
Having these limitations in mind, a finite element model (FEM) of the tire has been implemented [14, 15] , which can be used for simulating virtual parameterization tests, as well as for the validation of the lumped mass soft-soil tire model simulations. As mentioned previously, the tire tread is not considered in the initial version of the FEM model to make the validation of the lumped mass model easier. Some material properties of the FEM model were obtained from the manufacturer documentation; the rest of the required properties were obtained through experimental tests done on a similar tire by other researchers [24] . The FEM model validation based on Tire Model Performance Test (TMPT) data is done qualitatively and quantitatively. The details of the TMPT program will be explained in the UNCLASSIFIED "Experimental study" section. In the qualitative method, the trend of the data with different parameter changes is studied. The quantitative approach compares measured data from two similar simulations done with different methods.
The finite element model is initially compared with steady-state experimental data. In this regard, the modal analysis test is performed in order to extract tire mode shapes and associated natural frequency and damping values. The schematic of the test rig which is used for conducting the modal analysis experiments on the tire is illustrated in Figure   5 . Additionally, the dynamic loading radius of the tire is measured using the optical distance measuring sensors implemented inside the tire. Footprint of the tire on a flat rough surface is measured through pressure pads, and the stiffness of the tire in radial direction is obtained from tests for which the tire is loaded using hydraulic shakers and vertical reaction forces are measured through the force hub at the tire spindle in the Terramechanics rig [40] . The configuration of the test rig and the design of experiment procedures are presented in a separate publication [41] .
Tire-terrain interaction
Once the tire structure and tire material properties are modeled and implemented in a mathematical framework, the interface between the model and road surface should be established. This interface searches for the nodal points that are close to the ground (contact search algorithm), and once the contact is detected the algorithm applies the required contact condition (contact interface algorithm). The detailed description of the tire-terrain interaction model is outside the scope of this paper, and is presented in the companion paper [5] .
Results and discussion
In this section initially we start with a benchmark simulation that demonstrate the dynamic capabilities of the HSSTM model. As it was explained in the tire-terrain interaction section, when the tire is traveling over the terrain, the ground under the contact patch gets deformed. If, for the second time, another tire travels on the same path, it will experience a different amount of resistance from the ground. Furthermore, the elastic and plastic deformation of the terrain would differ during loading and unloading. To visualize this behavior, the deformation of the ground (sandy loam) after two consecutive tire passes is illustrated in Figure 6 .
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Figure. 6 -Simulation visualization for the multi-pass effect of a sandy loam terrain.
In this simulation, the tire starts traveling over the terrain in a straight line, and deforms the terrain surface, creating a rut. Next, the tire continues on a second path, which is perpendicular to the first path. Because the HSSTM is a nonlinear system, the tire elements go under different states of normal and tangential stresses. As a result, the permanent plastic deformation of the ground after the tire passage is uneven. This deformation has larger value at the crossing section of two paths, which has gone through deformation twice. However, this deformation is less than twice the value of the rut depth on the soil sections negotiated over only once. The mechanical properties of the mineral terrain which is used for conducting this simulation is same as the Medium terrain shown in Table 2 .
When the tire is moving on a deformable terrain under an applied torque at its spindle, the positive shear forces keep pushing the tire forward, while the negative ground forces (rolling resistance, bulldozing force, etc.) resist the tire motion. The resultant force is called the drawbar pull, which is an indication for the ability of a vehicle to pull/push external load, accelerate, or overcome the grade resistance. Consequently, in calculation of the drawbar pull, both motion resistance due to tire flexing and the one due to soil compaction are included. To normalize this parameter, it is divided by the normal load at the spindle, thus obtaining the drawbar pull coefficient. The drawbar pull coefficient explicitly relates the tire tractive performance to the wheel slip ratio and implicitly to the terrain normal and shearing characteristics. Using the developed model, the drawbar pull coefficient is calculated at four slip ratio values and on three selective terrain types, which are called soft, medium, and hard soils. The slip ratio is calculated by normalizing the wheel slip velocity with the carriage longitudinal velocity:
Where eff R is the wheel effective rolling radius and  is the wheel rotational velocity. The slip ratio values are maintained at their nominal values using a PID controller that regulates the applied torque to the spindle. The terrain mechanical properties used for the simulated terrains are documented in Table 2 . The results of this simulation that indicate the effect of the terrain properties on the mobility performance of the tire are presented in the Figure 7 .
It was observed that increasing the stiffness of the terrain could increase the peak of the drawbar pull coefficient in addition to its asymptotic value at high slip ratios. The difference between the drawbar pull coefficient on the hard and medium soils decreases drastically with increasing the slip ratio. This is expected to be a direct effect of the K parameter variations. As it was discussed earlier, K is the shear deformation parameter and is a measurement of the magnitude of the shear displacement required for developing the maximum shear stress in the soil. The low slip ratio region is highly affected by the shear deformation parameter K , whereas the high slip ratio region is almost insensitive to the its variations [42] . Therefore, the hard soil, with a lower K value, shows higher drawbar pull coefficients at low slip values, and the difference attenuates by approaching the high slip ratio region. An analogous trend for the drawbar pull values measured on the similar terrains was reported by other researchers [26] .
UNCLASSIFIED Figure. 7 -Tractive performance of the buffed tire simulated at four slip ratios and three different soil conditions.
In order to characterize the configuration of the test rig in the simulation environment, an application platform is designed in order to accommodate the communications with the multibody dynamics solver. The spindle carriage is represented using a quarter car model, and is implemented in a separate module, which has its own ODE solver. At every time step, the vehicle model, which is described in a multibody dynamics framework, provides the wheel kinetics and kinematics variables to the tire model. The time step for the tire model solver is chosen as half the time step set for the multibody dynamics solver. This is due to the fact that extra calculations are performed in the middle of the fixed time intervals to improve the accuracy. These extra calculation results are provided to the external solver for maximizing the ODE solver performance. Next, the tire model updates the position and velocity state vectors of the tire. Using this new tire configuration, the terrain model exploits the contact conditions, which results in the tire/ground deflection and stress distribution in the contact patch. The normal and shear stress fields are feedback to the tire model, which are used for solving the tire equations of motion. At the end of this step, the tire model calculates three forces and moments at the spindle and feeds them back to the vehicle model. An overview of the discussed procedure is shown in Figure 8 . It should be noted that a great attention is given to the optimization of the tire model performance in order to make it a practical option for full vehicle simulations. This has become possible by applying some parallelization and multi-processing techniques to the architecture of the program. Additionally, as for the tirevehicle interface, the data communication routines are developed such that they follow the standard formats from Standard Tire Interface (STI) practices. The vehicle handling and rollover behavior are directly affected by the force and moments at the wheel spindle.
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In this regard, the longitudinal force, the lateral force, and the aligning moment values are the quantities of interest because they define the planar motion of the vehicle. In order to validate the developed model based on these system response quantities, a straight line driving maneuver is designed. In this test, the tire carriage is moved with the constant longitudinal speed of 0.5 m/s while a normal force of 4,000 N is maintained at the spindle. Meanwhile, the applied driving torque at the spindle is increased with a constant rate to allow the wheel slip ratio changes from 0 % to 60 %. All the forces and moments are measured at the spindle, and the wheel sinkage is calculated using a novel method developed by Naranjo [33] . In this method, the wheel sinkage is calculated by post-processing the data from the sensors that are implemented inside the tire cavity. These sensors are integrated units composed of a position sensitive detector (PSD), five infrared emitting diodes (IREDs), and a signal processing circuit. The similar test configuration is designed using the developed tire model platform, and simulation runs are conducted at the input conditions identical to the experimental test setup. The tire used for conducting the tests is a P225/60R16 97S Radial Reference Test Tire from Michelin. The tire tread is buffed in order to study the performance of the treadles tire.
The validation of the tire model response quantities versus the measurement data is done using the cross plot validation charts. For every parameter, simulation results are plotted versus the test data across the entire simulation time span. Next, a linear line is curve-fitted to the resulted data points, and is plotted on the same figure. The validation results for four main response quantities, including sinkage, longitudinal force, lateral force, and aligning moment are shown in Figures 9 to 12 . The ideal case would be for all the data points to line up on the green curve-fitted line and for this line to match the 1:1 red dash line. However, due to errors such as measurement errors, modeling errors, and parameterization errors, this ideal situation is almost impossible to achieve. To assess the quality of the match, curve- R index is an indication of how the data is distributed around the curve-fitted line; so, for a completely scattered data, this value will become zero.
Figure. 9 -System response quantities cross-plot validation: wheel sinkage
Looking at the sinkage and the longitudinal force validation plots suggests that the HSSTM model can do a good job in estimating these parameters. The solid green curve-fitted line in the sinkage plot starts to deviate from the 1:1 line as the sinkage increases, and always remains below the red dashed line. This means that at higher sinkage values, the measured sinkage value is greater than the simulation results. The higher sinkage values occur at higher slip values, at which the tire starts to displace large volumes of soil particles and dig into the terrain. Considering the fact that the soil volume displacement model is not used in this simulation can justify the trend of the sinkage cross-plot results.
As for the longitudinal force, the model represent a good performance in estimating the measurement data.
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Figure. 10 -System response quantities cross-plot validation: longitudinal force at the spindle
As shown in Figures 11 and 12 , although the test runs are performed in a straight line, the lateral force and the aligning moment values change during these maneuvers. This can be explained by considering the following facts: (1) when the tire is traveling on a solid, non-deformable ground, it produces a lateral force and an aligning moment. This results from the plysteer and the conicity in the tire construction. The effect of these manufacturing defects is modeled as a pseudo slip angle (for plysteer) and a pseudo inclination angle (for conicity). The pseudo slip angle and the inclination angle (camber angle) cause the residual lateral force and aligning moment to appear in the straight line maneuvers; (2) The ground surface is not fully flat and does not have identical mechanical properties in all directions (non-isotropic). Therefore, once the tire deforms the terrain, the ground reaction force would not be parallel to the wheel direction of motion. This inclined reaction force produces a component perpendicular to the wheel plane.
Additionally, when the tire sinks into the ground, soil pressure distribution is applied to the tire sidewalls from the accumulated soil pile that is displaced out of the tire path. This force is known as bulldozing force, and contributes to the lateral force and, consequently, to the aligning moment generation. The wheel carriage in the Terramechanics test rig is located near the right wall of the experimental test rig. Therefore, the soil is piled up near the wall edges, and produces a pressure gradient on the tire sidewall that shifts the generated lateral force values. This effect can be observed in the shape of the lateral force cross-plot data points. As shown in Figure 11 , most of the blue data points UNCLASSIFIED are speeded below the green solid curve-fitted line, which means that model underestimates the lateral force values throughout the simulation. 
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Conclusion
In order to model the dynamic behavior of the tire on soft soil, a lumped mass discretized tire model using KelvinVoigt elements is developed. This model, named HSSTM, is developed to be easily linked with multibody dynamics software packages to simulate vehicle performance on deformable terrains. To optimize the computational time of the code, different techniques were used in memory allocation, parameter initialization, code sequence, and multiprocessing. The computational time of the code had a significant improvement relative to previous codes developed in this institute up to the speed of real time simulations.
The tire parameterization is performed using a reduced finite element tire model for the same tire, modal analysis, and other experimental test procedures. In the parameterization step sensitivity analysis tools were incorporated in order to reduce the complexity of the model, and fit more accurate parameters values based on the test data.
Experimental tests were performed on the Terramechanics rig at the Advanced Vehicle Dynamics Laboratory at Virginia Tech using the P225/60R16 97S Radial Reference Test Tire from Michelin. The tests were performed on sandy loam, and data were collected for various case studies and parameter changes.
Different case studies were simulated in order to analyze the performance of the developed model. Initially, a soil multi-pass effect simulation is conducted to demonstrate the functionality of the model. Next, the tire drawbar pull coefficients on three selective terrains are estimated. It is shown that the drawbar pull coefficients are mainly influenced by the terrain stiffness and shear deformation parameter. As for the validation case studies, a straight line driving maneuver is conducted at constant normal load and varying slip ratio values. Using the cross-plot validation graphs it is shown that the HSSTM can estimate four main vehicle handling parameters including longitudinal force, lateral force, aligning moment, and sinkage with a reasonable accuracy. The observed discrepancies are thought to be mainly from the test conditions that are not modeled in the simulations, such as soil displacement at high slip ratios, tire construction defects (plysteer, comity), and soil bulldozing effect due to the soil compaction near the walls of the test rig.
